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ABSTRACT
High utility itemset (HUI) mining is a popular data mining
task, which consists of discovering sets of items generating
high profit in a transaction database. Recently, several efficient algorithms have been proposed for this task. But, most
of them do not consider the on-shelf time periods of items,
which thus lead to a bias toward items having more shelf
time. Moreover, most algorithms cannot handle databases
containing items with a negative unit profit, although this
case is very common in real transaction databases. In this
paper, we address both of these challenges by proposing a
novel efficient algorithm named FOSHU (Faster On-Shelf
High Utility itemset miner) to mine HUIs while considering on-shelf time periods of items, and items having positive and/or negative unit profit. An extensive experimental
study with real-life datasets shows that the proposed algorithm can be up more than 1000 times faster and use up
to 10 times less memory than the state-of-the-art algorithm
TS-HOUN for this task. Moreover, experiments show that
the proposed algorithm performs well on dense database and
databases containing many time periods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Data Mining

Keywords
frequent pattern mining, utility mining, high-utility itemset
mining, on-shelf time periods

1.

INTRODUCTION

Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) [2] is a popular data mining task that is essential to a wide range of applications.
Given a transaction database, FIM consists of discovering
frequent itemsets. i.e. groups of items (itemsets) appearing
frequently in transactions [2]. However, it assumes that each
item cannot appear more than once in each transaction and
that all items have the same importance (weight, unit profit
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or value). To address these limitations, the problem of FIM
has been redefined as High-Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM)
to consider the more general case where items can appear
more than once in each transaction and where each item has
a weight (e.g. unit profit) [3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The
goal of HUIM is to discover high utility itemsets (HUIs), i.e.
itemsets generating a high profit rather than frequent itemsets. The problem of HUIM is widely recognized as more
difficult than the problem of FIM. In FIM, the downwardclosure property states that the support of an itemset is antimonotonic, that is the supersets of an infrequent itemset are
infrequent and subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent.
This property is very powerful to prune the search space.
In HUIM, the utility of an itemset is neither monotonic or
anti-monotonic, that is a high utility itemset may have a superset or subset with lower, equal or higher utility [2]. Thus
techniques to prune the search space developed in FIM cannot be directly applied in HUIM. Many studies have been
carried to develop efficient HUIM algorithms [3, 4, 6, 12, 13,
15]. However, most of these studies make two assumptions
that are unrealistic for real transactional databases. First,
most algorithms cannot handle databases where items may
have negative unit profit/weight. But such items often occur
in real-life transaction databases. For example, it is common
that a retail store will sell items at a loss to stimulate the
sale of other related items or simply to attract customers to
their retail location. It was demonstrated that if classical
HUIM algorithms are applied on database containing items
with negative unit profit, they can generate an incomplete
set of HUIs [1, 7]. Second, most algorithms consider that
items have the same shelf time, i.e. that all item are on
sale for the same time period. However, in real-life some
items are only sold during some short time period (e.g. the
summer). Algorithms ignoring the shelf time of items have
a bias toward items having more shelf time since they have
more chance to generate a high profit [9, 10].
To address these respective limitations the problem of
HUIM has been respectively redefined as the problem of
mining HUIs with negative/positive unit profit [1, 7], and
the problem of mining high on-shelf utility itemsets (HOUs)
[9]. Recently, a more general problem definition addressing
both limitations has been proposed. It is the problem of
mining HOUs with negative/positive unit profit [10]. The
state-of-the-art algorithm for this latter problem definition
is TS-HOUN [9, 10]. Although this algorithm is pioneer,
it does not perform well on large or dense databases (as
shown in our experiment). The reason is that it uses a
three phase approach that requires generating and main-

TID
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Table 1: A Transaction Database
Transactions
Period
(a, 1)(c, 1)(d, 1)
1
(a, 2)(c, 6)(e, 2)(g, 5)
1
(a, 1)(b, 2)(c, 1)(d, 6), (e, 1), (f, 5)
2
(b, 4)(c, 3)(d, 3)(e, 1)
2
(b, 2)(c, 2)(e, 1)(g, 2)
3

taining large amount of candidates in memory and perform
multiple database scans. Furthermore, its performance deteriorates when the number of time periods in a database
is large since TS-HOUN mines patterns in each time period
separately and then perform a costly merge operations of
results found in each time period.
In this paper, we address these issues by presenting a
novel algorithm named FOSHU (Faster On-Shelf High Utility itemset miner) to mine HUIs while considering both positive and negative item unit profit and the items’ on-shelf
time periods. FOSHU discovers itemsets in a single phase
without generating candidates, and mines all times periods
at the same time, thus avoiding the costly merge operations of patterns found in each time period. Furthermore,
FOSHU introduces novel strategies to handle negative values efficiently. We compare the performance of FOSHU and
TS-HOUN on several real-life datasets. Results show that
FOSHU can be more than 1000 times faster and uses up
to 10 times less memory than TS-HOUN. Furthermore, experiments show that FOSHU performs very well on dense
databases and databases with many time periods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively presents the problem definition
and related work, the FOSHU algorithm, the experimental
evaluation and the conclusion.

2.

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND
RELATED WORK
We first first introduce the problem definition.

Definition 1. Let I be a set of items. Let D be a transaction database containing a set of transactions D = {T1 ,
T2 , ..., Tn } such that for each transaction Tc , Tc ∈ I and Tc
has a unique identifier c called its Tid. Each item i ∈ I is
associated with a positive or negative number p(i), called its
external utility, or unit profit. For each transaction Tc such
that i ∈ Tc , a positive number q(i, Tc ) is called the internal
utility of i, or its purchase quantity. Let P E be a set of
positive integers representing time periods. Each transaction TC ∈ D is associated to a time period pt(Tc ) ∈ P E,
representing the time period during which the transaction
occurred.
Example 1. Consider the transaction database shown in
Table 1, which will be the running example. This database
contains five transactions (T1 , T2 ...T5 ) and three time periods (1, 2, 3). Transaction T2 occurred in time period 1, and
contains items a, c, e and g, which respectively appear in T2
with an internal utility of 2, 6, 2 and 5. Table 2 indicates
that the external utility of these items are respectively -5,
1, 3 and 1. Thus, item a is sold at loss.

Table 2: External Utility Values (Unit Profit)
Item
a b c d e f g
Profit -5 2 1 2 3 1 1
Definition 2. The utility of an item i ∈ I in a transaction Tc is denoted as u(i, Tc ) and defined as p(i) × q(i, Tc ).
The utility of an itemset X (a group of items
X ⊆ I) in
P
a transaction Tc is defined as u(X, Tc ) = i∈X u(i, Tc ). It
represents the profit generated by items in X in transaction
Tc .
Definition 3. The time periods (shelf time) of an itemset
X ⊆ I, is the set of time periods where X was sold, defined
as pi(X) = {pt(Tc )|Tc ∈ D ∧ X ⊆ Tc }.
Definition 4. The utility of an itemset X ⊆ I in a time
period
P h ∈ pi(X) is denoted as u(X, h) and defined as u(X, h)
= Tc ∈D∧h∈pt(Tc ) u(X, Tc ). The utility of an itemset X ⊆ I
P
in a database D is defined as u(X) = h∈pi(X) u(X, h).
Example 2. The utility of item e in T3 is u(e, T2 ) = 3×2 =
6. The utility of the itemset {c, e} in T2 is u({c, e}, T2 ) =
u(c, T2 ) + u(e, T2 ) = 1 × 6 + 3 × 2 = 12. The time periods
of itemset {c, e} are pi({c, e}) = {1, 2, 3}. The utility of
{c, e} in periods 1, 2 and 3 are respectively u({c, e}, 1) = 12,
u({c, e}, 2) = 4 and u({c, e}, 3) = 11. The utility of {c, e} in
the database is u({c, e}) = 12 + 4 +11 = 27.
Definition 5. The transaction utility (TU) of a transaction Tc is the sum ofPthe utility of the items from Tc in
Tc . i.e. T U (Tc ) =
i∈Tc u(i, Tc ). Given an itemset X,
the total P
utility of the time periods of X is defined as
to(X) = h∈pi(X)∧Tc ∈D∧h∈pt(Tc ) T U (Tc ). The relative utility of an itemset X ⊆ I in a database D is defined as
ru(X) = u(X)/to(X) and represents the percentage of the
profit that was generated by X during the time periods
where X was sold.
Example 3. The transaction utility of transactions T1 , T2 ,
... T5 are respectively T U (T1 ) = −2, T U (T2 ) = 7, T U (T3 ) =
20, T U (T4 ) = 20 and T U (T5 ) = 11. The total utility of the
time periods of {c, e} is to({c, e}) = 58. The relative utility
of {c, e} is ru({c, e} = u({c, e})/to({c, e}) = 27/58 = 0.46.
Definition 6. An itemset X is a high on-shelf utility itemset (HOU) if its relative utility ru(X) is no less than a userspecified minimum utility threshold minutil given by the
user (0 ≥ minutil ≥ 1). Otherwise, X is a low on-shelf
utility itemset. The problem of high on-shelf utility itemset
mining is to discover all HOUs in a database where external
utility values are positive [9]. The problem of high on-shelf
utility itemset mining with negative/positive unit profit [10]
is to discover all HOUs in a database where external utility
values may be positive or negative.
Example 4. If minutil = 0.43, 22 HOUs are found in
the database of the running example. They are {a, b, c, d,
e, f }:0.44, {b, d, f }:0.47, {b, d, e, f }:0.53, {b, c, d, e, f }:0.55,
{b, c, d, e}:0.49, {d, e, f }:0.44, {c, d, e, f }:0.47, {b, g}:0.54,
{b, e, f }:0.81, {b,c, e, g}:1.0, {b, c, g}:0.72, {e, g}:0.51, {c, e,
g} :0.77, {c, g}:0.48, {b, d}:0.67, {b, d, e}:0.8, {b, c, d, e}:0.89,
{b, c, d}:0.75, {c, d, e}:0.43, {b, e}:0.45, {b, c, e}:0.55 and
{d, e}:0.53, where the relative utility of each itemset is indicated after a colon.

It can be demonstrated that the (relative) utility measure
is not monotonic or anti-monotonic [9, 10, 12, 13, 15]. In
other words, an itemset may have a utility lower, equal or
higher than the utility of its subsets. Therefore, the strategies that are used in FIM to prune the search space based
on the anti-monotonicity of the support cannot be directly
applied to discover HOUs. The state-of-the-art algorithm
for HOU mining is TS-HOUN [9, 10]. It circumvents the
previous problem by overestimating the utility of itemsets
using a measure called the Transaction-Weighted Utilization (TWU) [3, 13, 15], which is anti-monotonic. The TWU
measure assumes that all items have positive external utility
values. The TWU measure is defined as follows.

itemsets are used to generate larger itemsets in each time
period by applying a modified Two-Phase [13] HUI mining
algorithm, which explores itemsets in a level-wise manner
similar to Apriori [2] but using pruning Property 2. Then,
the union of the candidates found in each time period is calculated. Finally, in Phase 3, TS-HOUN scans the database
again to calculate the relative utility of each candidate and
keep only HOUs. The TS-HOUN algorithm as described
above is complete only if applied on a database where items
have positive unit profit [10]. To address the problem of
mining HOUs with items having negative unit profits, the
authors of TS-HOUN redefined the TWU as follows based
on previous work from Chu et al [1].

Definition 7. For a given time period h, the transactionweighted utilization (TWU) of an itemset X is denoted as
T W U (X, h) and defined as the sum of the transaction utility
of transactions from h containing X, i.e. T W U (X, h) =
P
Tc ∈D∧X⊆Tc ∧pt(Tc )=h T U (Tc ).

Definition 9. The redefined transaction utility (RTU) of
a transaction Tc is the sum of the utility of the items from
Tc having positive external utilities, that is RT U (Tc ) =
P
x∈Tc ∧p(x)>0 u(x, Tc ). The redefined transaction-weighted
utilization (RTWU) of an P
itemset X for a time period h is
defined as RT W U (X, h) = Tc ∈D∧X⊆Tc ∧pt(Tc )=h RT U (Tc ).

Example 5. Consider the database of the running example and that the external utility value of item a is 5 rather
than −5 (p(a) = 5). The TU of transactions T1 , T2 , T3 , T4
and T5 are respectively 3, 17, 25, 20 and 11. T W U ({b}, 2) =
T U (T3 )+T U (T4 ) = 25+20 = 45. T W U ({b}, 3) = T U (T5 ) =
11.
The TWU measure has three important properties that
are used to prune the search space in TS-HOUN [10, 13].
These properties only hold if external utility values of items
are positive [1].
Definition
P 8. The utility of a time period h is defined as
pto(h) = Tc ∈D∧h∈pt(Tc ) T U (Tc ). The relative utility of an
itemset X for a time period h is ru(X, h) = u(X, h)/pto(h).
Property 1. The TWU of an itemset X for a period h
is an upper bound on the utility of X in period h, i.e.
T W U (X, h) ≥ u(X, h).
Property 2. For a period h, the TWU measure is antimonotonic. Let X and Y be two itemsets. If X ⊂ Y , then
T W U (X, h) ≥ T W U (Y, h)
Property 3. The TWU of an itemset X for a period h
divided by the total utility of the time period h is an upper bound on the relative utility of X in period h, i.e.
T W U (X, h)/pto(h) ≥ ru(X, h).
Property 4. Let X be an itemset. If there exists no time
period h such that T W U (X, h)/pto(h) ≥ minutil, then X
is not a high on-shelf utility itemset. Otherwise, X may or
may not be a high on-shelf utility itemset.
TS-HOUN is a three phrase algorithm, which works similarly to other multiple-phase algorithms for HUI mining (e.g.
Two-Phase [13], IHUP [3] and UPGrowth [15]). In Phase
1, TS-HOUN scans the database to calculate the transaction utility of each transaction, and group transactions
by time period. Then, for each time period h, it calculates the TWU of all single item and pairs of items. For
each time period, TS-HOUN keep each itemset X such that
T W U (X)/pto(h) ≥ minutil. The union of itemsets found in
all time periods is then calculated since only those itemsets
may be part of a HOU (by Property 4). In Phase 2, those

Using RTWU instead of TWU has the effect of restoring
Property 4 and this is what allows TS-HOUN to find the
complete set of HOUs.
Although, TS-HOUN is a pioneer algorithm for mining
HOUs in a database with negative unit profits and time periods, it is inefficient for several reasons. First, it generate
candidates by mining each time period separately. Therefore, it may have to generate the same itemset several times
in different periods before performing a costly union operation of itemsets in all time periods. Another problem is that
TS-HOUN has to maintain a huge amount of candidates
in memory. Furthermore, TS-HOUN suffers from the wellknown problems of level-wise approach for itemset mining
such as generating candidates not appearing in the database
[2].
To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a novel
algorithm that can mine HOUs using a single phase, without
maintaining candidates in memory, and that mine all time
periods at the same time rather than mining each time period separately. The proposed algorithm is inspired by FHM
[4], a recently proposed algorithm for high utility itemset
mining, which is to our knowledge the fastest HUI mining
algorithm. FHM is designed to handle only positive external utility values and does not consider time periods. FHM
provides the benefit of mining HUIs in a single phase, thus
avoiding the candidate generation step of other HUI mining algorithms such as Two-Phase [13], UPGrowth [15] and
IHUP [3]. FHM utilizes a depth-first search to explore the
search space of itemsets. FHM associates a structure to
each pattern named utility-list, previously introduced in the
HUI-Miner [12] algorithm. Utility-lists allow calculating the
utility of a pattern quickly by making join operations with
utility-lists of smaller patterns. Utility-lists are defined as
follows.
Definition 10. Let  be any total order on items from I.
The utility-list of an itemset X in a database D is a set of
tuples such that there is a tuple (tid, iutil, rutil) for each
transaction Ttid containing X. The iutil element of a tuple
is the utility of X in TtidP
. i.e., u(X, Ttid ). The rutil element
of a tuple is defined as i∈Ttid ∧ix,∀x∈X u(i, Ttid ).
Example 6. Assume that  is the alphabetical order and
that the external utility of item a is 5 rather than -5. The

utility-list of {a} is {(T1 , 5, 3), (T2 , 10, 17), (T3 , 5, 25)}. The
utility-list of {d} is {(T1 , 2, 0), (T3 , 12, 8), (T4 , 6, 3)}. The
utility-list of {a, d} is {(T1 , 11, 0), (T3 , 17, 8)}.
To discover HUIs, FHM performs a single database scan to
create utility-lists of patterns containing single items. Then,
longer patterns are obtained by performing the join operation of utility-lists of shorter patterns. The join operation
for single items is performed as follows. Consider two items
x, y such that x  y, and their utility-lists ul({x}) and
ul({y}). The utility-list of {x, y} is obtained by creating
a tuple (ex.tid, ex.iutil + ey.iutil, ey.rutil) for each pairs of
tuples ex ∈ ul({x}) and ey ∈ ul({y}) such that ex.tid =
ey.tid. The join operation for two itemsets P ∪ {x} and
P ∪ {y} such that x  y is performed as follows. Let ul(P ),
ul({x}) and ul({y}) be the utility-lists of P , {x} and {y}.
The utility-list of P ∪ {x, y} is obtained by creating a tuple
(ex.tid, ex.iutil + ey.iutil − ep.iutil, ey.rutil) for each set of
tuples ex ∈ ul({x}), ey ∈ ul({y}), ep ∈ ul(P ) such that
ex.tid = ey.tid = ep.tid. Calculating the utility of an itemset using its utility-list, and calculating an upper-bound on
the utility of its supersets to prune the search space is done
based on the two following properties
Property 5. Let be an itemset X. The utility u(X) is
equal to the sum of iutil values in ul(X) [12].
Property 6. Let be an itemset X. The sum of iutil and
rutil values in ul(X) is an upper bound on u(X). Moreover, it can be shown that this upper bound is tighter than
TWU(X). [12].
Property 7. Let X be an itemset. Let the extensions of X
be the itemsets that can be obtained by appending an item
y to X such that y  i, ∀i ∈ X. The utility of transitive
extensions of X can only be lower or equal to the the sum
of iutil and rutil values in ul(X). [12].
Before presenting our algorithm, we demonstrate with an
example that the property above used by FHM to prune
the search space is invalid if negative external utility values
appears in a database. Consider that items a and d in the
running example have respectively external utility values of
5 and −2 The utility-list of {a, b} would thus contains a
single element, which is (T3 , 9, −3). According to Property
7, because the sum of iutil and rutil values in ul({a, b})
is 6, none of its supersets can have a utility higher than 6.
However, this is not the case since itemset u({a, b, f }) = 14.

3.

THE FOSHU ALGORITHM

In this section, we present our proposal, the FOSHU algorithm. It relies on the utility-list structure used in the FHM
[4] algorithm and the TWU measure, but it also introduces
several novel ideas to handle time-periods and items with
negative unit profit.
In the next subsections, we first address the problem of
generalizing properties of utility-lists for time periods. Then,
we present the main procedure of the algorithm. The result
is an algorithm for HOU mining. Finally, we explain how
this algorithm is extended to also handle items with negative
unit profits.

3.1

Handling time periods

We adapt properties of utility lists to databases containing
time periods as follows.

Property 8. Let X be an itemset and h be a time period. Let sumIU til(X, h) and sumRU til(X, h) respectively
denote the sum of iutil and rutil values in the utility list
ul(X) for the time period h. An upper bound on u(X) is
sumIU til(X, h)+sumRU til(X, h), that is sumIU til(X, h)+
sumRU til(X, h) ≥ u(X, h).
Property 9. Let X be an itemset and h be a time period. The inequation sumIU til(X, h) + sumRU til(X, h) ≤
T W U (X, h) holds, that is sumIU til(X, h)+sumRU til(X, h)
is a tighter upper bound on u(X, h) than T W U (X, h).
Property 10. Let X and Y be two itemsets. If X ⊂ Y ,
then sumIU til(X, h)+sumRU til(X, h) ≥ sumIU til(Y, h)+
sumRU til(Y, h).
Property 11. For an itemset X and a period h, the value
sumIU til(X, h) + sumRU til(X, h) divided by the total utility of the time period pto(h) is an upper bound on the
relative utility of X in period h, i.e. (sumIU til(X, h) +
sumRU til(X, h))/pto(h) ≥ ru(X, h).
Property 12. Let X be an itemset. If there exists no time
period h such that sumIU til(X, h)+sumRU til(X, h)/pto(h)
≥ minutil, then X is not a high on-shelf utility itemset as
well as any transitive extensions of X according to the total order . Recall that an extension of X is an itemset
obtained by appending an item y to X such that y  i,
∀i ∈ X.
Proof of the above properties are not given due to space
limitation. Besides, note that for implementation, utilitylists are redefined so that elements in utility lists are grouped
by time period. This bring two benefits for efficiency. It allows to calculate sumIU til(X, h) and sumRU til(X, h) for a
time period h and an itemset X by only scanning elements
representing transactions in h in ul(X). Second, it allows
a faster construction of utility-lists by only comparing elements of two utility lists if they belong to the same time
period.

3.2

Main procedure

The main procedure (Algorithm 1) takes as input a transaction database and the minutil threshold. The algorithm
first scans the database to calculate the
Pglobal TWU of each
item i, which is defined as T W U (i) = h∈pi(x) T W U (X, h),
and T W U ({i}, h) for each period h. Moreover, the set of
all time periods P E and the utility pto(h) of each period
h ∈ P E is computed during the first database scan.
Then, the algorithm attempts to remove single items that
may not be part of a high on-shelf utility itemset. This is
done by computing to({i}) for each item i by using pi(i) and
the utility of each period previously obtained. This allows
to create the set I ∗ containing all items i such that there
exists at least a period h such that T W U ({i}, h)/to({i}) ≥
minutil. Thereafter, all items not in I ∗ will be ignored
since they cannot be part of a high on-shelf utility itemset
by Property 3. It is important to note that the TWU needs
to be used here to prune single items instead of the sum
of iutil and rutil value of utility-lists (Property 3), since
this latter pruning strategy is defined w.r.t extensions of an
itemset, but at this stage extensions are not considered yet.
The TWU values of items are then used to establish a
total order  on the set of items I ∗ , which is the order of

ascending global TWU values. This order is used since it was
shown to reduce the search space when using a depth-first
exploration in HUI mining [4, 12, 15].
A second database scan is then performed. During this
database scan, items in transactions are reordered according
to the total order  and the utility-list of each item i ∈ I ∗ is
built. After the construction of utility-lists, the depth-first
search exploration of itemsets starts by calling the recursive
procedure Search with the empty itemset ∅, the set of items
I ∗ and minutil.
Algorithm 1: The FOSHU algorithm
input : D: a transaction database, minutil: a
user-specified threshold
output: the set of high on-shelf utility itemsets
1

2
3
4
5

Scan D to calculate T W U ({i}), T W U ({i}, h) and
pto(h) for each period h and each item i, as well as the
set of all time periods P E;
Let I ∗ = {i|∃h ∈ P E ∧ T W U ({i}, h) /pto(h) ≥
minutil};
Let  be the global TWU ascending order on I ∗ ;
Scan D to build the utility-list of each item i ∈ I ∗ ;
Search (∅, I ∗ , minutil);

many other extensions of P x in the recursive call.
Since the Search procedure starts from single items, it
recursively explore the search space of itemsets by appending
single items, it can be easily seen based on Properties 3,
4, 5 and 12 that this procedure is correct and complete to
discover all high utility on-shelf itemsets.
Algorithm 2: The Search procedure
input : P : an itemset, ExtensionsOfP: a set of
extensions of P , the minutil threshold
output: the set of high on-shelf utility itemsets
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The Search procedure (Algorithm 2) takes as input (1)
an itemset P , (2) extensions of P having the form P z meaning that P z was previously obtained by appending an item
z to P , and (3) minutil. The search procedure operates as
follows. For each extension P x of P , the search procedure
first scans the utility list of P x to calculate sumIU til(P x, h)
for each period h where P x appears. At the same time,
the total utility of time periods where P x appears (to(P x))
is calculated, as well as the total utility of P x (which is
equal to sumIU til(P x) by Property 5). Then, the relative utility of P x is calculated as ru(P x) = sumIU til(P x)
/to(P x). If ru(P x) is no less than minutil, P x is a high
on-shelf utility itemset and it is output. Then, if there exist a time period h such that the sum of sumIU til(P x, h)+
sumRU til(P x, h))/to(P x) is no less than minutil, it means
that extensions of P x should be explored (by Property 12).
This is performed by merging P x with all extensions P y
of P such that y  x to form extensions of the form P xy
containing |P x|+1 items. The utility-list of P xy is then constructed as in FHM by calling the Construct procedure (cf.
Algorithm 3) to join the utility-lists of P , P x and P y. This
latter procedure is the same as in FHM [4] and is thus not
described in more details. Then, a check is performed to determine if P xy and its extensions may be high on-shelf utility itemsets by using the T W U measure (line 12), based on
Property 4. This is done by scanning the utility list of P xy
to calculate T W U (P xy, h) for each time period h where P xy
appears. If T W U (P xy, h)/pto(h) ≥ minutil for at least one
period h, then P xy will be added to ExtensionsOf P x, the
set of extensions of P x which will be considered for further
extensions with a recursive call to the Search procedure.
Note that the check at line 12 may seem redundant since
the TWU is a less tight upper bound than the sum of iutil
and rutil values used in the check at line 6 (that would be
performed in a recursive call to Search with P xy). However, there is a good reason for performing the check at line
12. It is that pruning an itemset P xy before the recursive
call to Search will avoid comparing P xy with potentially

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

foreach itemset P x ∈ ExtensionsOfP do
Scan P x.utilitylist to calculate sumIU til(P x, h),
sumRU til(P x, h) for each period h where P x
appears, to(X) and sumIU til(P x);
if sumIU til(P x)/to(X) ≥ minutil then
output P x;
end
if ∃h ∈ pi(P x) such that (sumIU til(P x, h)+
sumRU til(P x, h))/to(P x) ≥ minutil then
ExtensionsOfPx ← ∅;
foreach itemset P y ∈ ExtensionsOfP such that
y  x do
P xy ← P x ∪ P y;
P xy.utilitylist ← Construct (P, P x, P y);
Scan P xy.utilitylist to calculate
T W U (P xy, h) for each period h where P xy
appears;
if ∃h ∈ pi(P xy) such that
T W U (P xy, h)/pto(h) ≥ minutil then
ExtensionsOfPx ← ExtensionsOfPx
∪P xy;
end
end
Search (P x, ExtensionsOfPx, minutil, pi(P x));
end
end

3.3

Handling negative unit profit

We now describe how the proposed algorithm is extended
to not just handle time periods but also items with negative unit profit. Let the term ”positive items” and ”negative
items” denote items respectively having positive and negative unit profit. To be able to transform the algorithm
described in the previous subsection into an algorithm that
outputs all HOUs when both negative and positive items are
used, we make the following modifications.
First, we define the total order  such that negative items
always succeed all positive items. By using this order, positive items are always use to extend an itemset first before
using negative items. This let us define new pruning properties. In the following, for an itemset X we use the notation
up(X) and un(X) to respectively refer to the set of all positive items in X and the set of all negative items in X.
Property 13. Let X be an itemset. It follows that u(X, h)
≤ u(up(X), h).
Proof. This property holds because X \ up(X) = un(X)
and negative items can only decrease the utility of X.

Algorithm 3: The Construct procedure
input : P : an itemset, P x: the extension of P with an
item x, P y: the extension of P with an item y
output: the utility-list of P xy
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

U tilityListOf P xy ← ∅;
foreach tuple ex ∈ P x.utilitylist do
if ∃ey ∈ P y.utilitylist and ex.tid = exy.tid then
if P.utilitylist 6= ∅ then
Search element e ∈ P.utilitylist such that
e.tid = ex.tid.;
exy ←
(ex.tid, ex.iutil + ey.iutil − e.iutil, ey.rutil);
end
else
exy ← (ex.tid, ex.iutil + ey.iutil, ey.rutil);
end
U tilityListOf P xy ←
U tilityListOf P xy ∪ {exy};
end
end
return UtilityListPxy;

Property 14. Let X be an itemset and z be a negative
item such that z 6∈ X. It follows that u(up(X ∪ {z}), h) ≤
u(up(X), h).
Proof. Because z is a negative item, up(X, h) = up(X ∪
{z}, h). Moreover, the number of transactions containing
X ∪{z} in h can only be smaller than the number of transactions containing X. Thus, u(up(X ∪ {z}), h) ≤ u(up(X), h).
But note that u(X, h) may be smaller, greater or equal to
u(X ∪ {z}, h).
Property 15. Let X be an itemset. For any itemset Y resulting from transitive extensions of X with negative items,
u(up(Y ), h) ≤ u(up(X), h).
Proof. This directly follows from previous property.
Based on this observation, we can use the following property to prune transitive extensions of an itemset with negative items.
Property 16. Let X be an itemset. If only negative items
may be appended to X according to  and there exists no
time period h such that u(up(X), h) / pto(h) ≥ minutil,
then X is not a high on-shelf utility itemset as well as any
transitive extension Y of X.
But integrating this pruning condition in the algorithm
requires to be able to calculate u(up(X), h) efficiently. To
achieve this, we separate iutil values in utility-lists into
two values: iputil and inutil. For a given transaction Tc ,
iputil and inutil respectively indicates u(up(X), Tc ) and
u(un(X), Tc ). Having these values, u(up(X), h) can be easily computed and also u(X, h) by respectively summing the
iputil values (denoted as sumIP U til(X, h)) of period h, and
summing both the iputil and inutil values of period h.
Besides, we also redefine rutil values so that only utility
values of positive items are considered. The reason is that
the algorithm can miss some HOUs if rutil values of negative
items are included in utility lists as we have demonstrated

in the last paragraph of Section 2. Based on the above modifications and definitions, we can rewrite pruning Property
12 as follows.
Property 17. Let X be an itemset. If there exists no time
period h such that sumIP U til(X, h) + sumRU til(X, h) /
pto(h) ≥ minutil, then X is not a high on-shelf utility itemset as well as any transitive extensions of X.
Proof. If we only consider transitive extensions with positive items, the property becomes equivalent to Property 12.
Now, for extensions with negative items succeeding extensions with positive items according to , the property is
also true since when negatives items are used for extensions
this property becomes Property 16. This is true because
sumRU til(X, h) will be equal to 0 and sumIP U til(X, h)
will be equal to u(up(X), h).
Based on the above ideas, the modified FOSHU algorithm
is obtained by making the following modifications. First, instead of calculating the original TWU, the redefined TWU
is used to avoid underestimating the utility of HOUs containing positive items, since it was shown in TS-HOUN [10]
that using the redefined TWU will not prune HOUs. Second, utility-lists are redefined such that iputil and inutil
elements are used. Furthermore, only utility values of positive items are included in rutil values of utility-lists (as
previously explained). Third, the  total order is defined
such that all negative items succeed positive items (as previously explained). Fourth, the pruning condition based on
Property 12 for positive items based on the sum of iutil and
rutil values is redefined as Property 17.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We performed several experiments to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. Experiments were performed on a computer with a third generation 64 bit Core
i5 processor running Windows 7 and 5 GB of free RAM.
We compared the performance of FOSHU with the state-ofthe-art algorithm TS-HOUN for high on-shelf utility itemset mining with negative unit profits. All memory measurements were done using the Java API. Experiments were
carried on five real-life datasets having varied characteristics. The characteristics of datasets are shown in table 4,
where the |D|, |I| and avgL columns respectively indicate
the number of transactions, the number of distinct items
and average transaction length.
dataset
mushroom
retail
accidents
chess
pumsb

|D|
8,124
88,162
340,183
3,196
49,046

|I|
120
16,470
468
75
7,116

avgL
23
10.3
33.8
35
74

Table 3: Dataset characteristics
For all datasets, external utilities for items are generated
between -1,000 and 1,000 by using a log-normal distribution
and quantities of items are generated randomly between 1
and 5, similarly to the settings of [3, 4, 12, 15]. Moreover, the
number of time periods was set set to 5 as in [10]. The source
code of all algorithms and datasets can be downloaded as

part of the SPMF open-source data mining library http:
//www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/ [8].

4.1

Influence of minutil threshold
We ran the FOSHU and TS-HOUN algorithms on each
dataset while decreasing the minutil threshold until algorithms became too long to execute, ran out of memory or
a clear winner was observed. For each dataset, we recorded
the execution time and the maximum memory usage.
The comparison of execution times is shown in Fig. 1 for
the datasets using a logarithmic scale. For mushroom, retail,
chess, pumsb and accidents, FOSHU clearly outperform TSHOUN. It is respectively up to 1000 times faster, 683 times
faster, 2000 times faster, 89 times, and 178 times faster than
TS-HOUN.
mushroom

retail
1000

TS-HOUN

100000

FOSHU

Runtime (s)

Runtime (ms)

1000000

10000

TS-HOUN
FOSHU

100
10

1000
1

100

0.01

0.4

accidents

10000

Runtime (s)

0.3 minutil 0.35

0.012
minutil

1000

100

0.014

chess

10 000 000

TS-HOUN
FOSHU

TS-HOUN
FOSHU

1 000 000
Runtime (ms)

0.25

100 000
10 000

1 000
10

0.28

0.33
minutil

0.62

0.63

0.64
minutil

0.65

0.66

pumsb

1000
Runtime (s)

100

0.38

memory before low-utilty itemsets can be pruned. The third
reason is that negative items are handled more efficiently in
FOSHU than in TS-HOUN. FOSHU introduces the use of
a total order  such that negative items are used to extend
itemsets after all positive items have been considered. By
replacing the use of iutil values by iputil and inutil values,
we obtained a pruning condition based on sumIP U til(X, h)
+ sumRU til(X, h). This condition is more tight than the
redefined TWU and is simplified as sumIP U til(X, h) for
extensions with negative items (since negative items are not
considered in rutil values). Lastly, an interesting observation is that FOSHU performs very well on sparse datasets
(e.g. retail ), as well as dense datasets (e.g. mushroom and
chess).

4.2

Influence of the number of time periods

We also performed an experiment to assess the influence
of the number of time periods on the execution time. We
ran FOSHU and TS-HOUN on the same datasets but randomly grouped transactions into 5, 25 and 50 time periods.
Results are shown in Fig. 2 for the retail dataset. As we
can see, FOSHU has a much better scalability w.r.t to the
number of periods. FOSHU is only 1.26 times slower when
the dataset has 50 time periods than when the dataset has 5
time periods, while TS-HOUN is 327 times slower. Results
for the other datasets are not shown due to space limitation. But the same trend can be observed. The reason why
FOSHU performs better is that it mines all time periods at
the same time, while TS-HOUN mines them separately and
merge results found in each-time periods, which degrades its
performance when the number of time periods is large.

TS-HOUN
FOSHU

retail

100

10000

TS-HOUN-5
FOSHU-5
TS-HOUN-25
FOSHU-25
TS-HOUN-50
FOSHU-50

10

1000
0.45

0.6

minutil

0.75

Runtime (s)

1
0.9

Figure 1: Execution time w.r.t minutil
In terms of memory usage, FOSHU has a lower memory
consumption on all datasets. For the mushroom, retail, accidents, chess and pumsb, the memory usage of TS-HOUN and
FOSHU for the lowest minutil values are respectively 69/39,
571/539, 139/14, 602/498 and 123/98. Overall, FOSHU
used up about 10 times less memory than TS-HOUN on
some datasets.
There are several reasons why FOSHU has the best overall performance. The first reason is that FOSHU utilizes the
sum of iutil and rutil values as well as the TWU to prune
the search space, while TS-HOUN only relies on the TWU.
Since the sum of iutil and rutil values is a stricter upper
bound than the TWU, this allows FOSHU to further prune
the search space. The second reason is that FOSHU utilizes
a very efficient depth-first search that mines high on-shelf
itemsets without generating candidates, and mines all time
periods at the same time. On the other hand, TS-HOUN is
a level-wise algorithm that needs to maintain a large amount
of itemsets in memory to find larger patterns, and mine
patterns in each time periods separately before merging results of all time periods. Furthermore, since TS-HOUN uses
a multiple phase approach, it suffers from the problem of
generating and maintaining a huge amount of candidates in

100

10

1
0.01

0.012

0.014
0.016
minutil

0.018

0.02

Figure 2: Execution time w.r.t time period count

4.3

Influence of the number of transactions

We also performed an experiment to asses the scalability of FOSHU w.r.t the number of transactions. For this
experiment, we ran FOSHU on all datasets with the lowest minutil value used in previous experiments, and varied
the number of transactions from 25% to 100%. Results are
shown in Table 4.3. We can observe that FOSHU has linear
scalability w.r.t to the number of transactions. Scalability
of TS-HOUN is also linear and is not shown due to space
limitation.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm named
FOSHU (Fast On-Shelf High Utility itemset miner) for mining high utility itemsets in databases where negative external utility values appear and shelf time of items are con-

dataset
mushroom
retail
accidents
chess
pumsb

25%
0.6
2.1
9.3
0.3
4.1

50%
0.6
2.1
9.5
0.3
4.1

75%
0.6
2.1
9.8
0.3
4.2

100%
0.6
2.1
10.2
0.3
4.2

Table 4: Scalability of FOSHU w.r.t database size

sidered. FOSHU brings several improvements over previous
algorithms. By using utility-lists, it is a single phase algorithm that does not need to maintain candidates in memory.
It also relies on a depth-first search rather than a level-wise
search. Moreover, FOSHU mines HOUs in all time periods
at the same time rather than mining each period separately
and performing costly post-processing of the results of each
time period. FOSHU also introduces the novel idea of using
a total order where negative items are last to handle items
with negative external utility values more efficiently.
An extensive experimental study with five real-life datasets
shows that FOSHU can be more than three orders of magnitude faster and can use up to 10 times less memory than the
state-of-the-art algorithm TS-HOUN, and was shown to perform very well on dense datasets. Furthermore, experiments
show that FOSHU performs very well on dense databases
and databases with many time periods. The source code of
all algorithms and datasets used in our experiments can be
downloaded as part of the open-source SPMF data mining
library http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/
[8]. For future work, we are interested in exploring other interesting problems involving utility in itemset mining such
as sequential pattern mining [5].
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